Abstract. The aim of this paper is to give a survey of recent developments in global variational geometry, and in particular, to complete the results on the construction of classes (terms) in the variational sequences related to higher-order variational problems on fibred spaces. Explicit description of the first order variational sequences is given as an example.
INTRODUCTION
This paper contains the essential parts of the lecture presented by the first author at the workshop Algebra, Geometry and Mathematical Physics, Brno University of Technology, September 12-14, 2012 , and prepared in collaboration with Zbyněk Urban and Jana Volná. The aim is to give a survey of the basic concepts and theorems of global variational geometry, and in particular to complete the construction of the terms (classes) in the variational sequences related to higher-order variational problems on fibred spaces (Section 3).
Our main references for general higher-order variational theory on smooth manifolds (Section 2) are the papers Garcia [4] , Goldschmidt and Sternberg [5] , Krupka [7] , and Trautman [15] , where the geometric setting for the theory of variational functionals has been established. Later, essential contributions were obtained by Anderson and Duchamp [2] , and Dedecker [3] ; a broad, conceptually more complete treatment, including invariance of variational functionals, was presented by Olver [14] . For contemporary status of the theory, we refer to the survey chapters in the book Krupka and Saunders [11] , where many other relevant references can be found.
For the notion of the interior Euler-Lagrange operator, as defined by a chart expression, we refer to Anderson [1] , and Krbek and Musilová [6] (see also other sources quoted therein). In global variational theory, we relate this notion to different terms (classes) in the variational sequence; to this purpose, however, the existing theory should be completed by proving the coordinate independence of the interior Euler-Lagrange operator, and then also by a description of its image. In this paper, we apply a coordinate-free definition given by Krupka andŠeděnková-Volná [13] , and Volná and Urban [16] , and extend the description of the interior Euler-Lagrange operators by the discussion of the image (Section 3). We also briefly discuss the classes entering the first order variational sequence in field theory. In order to avoid misunderstanding with the Euler-Lagrange mapping, we change terminology and call the (global version of) interior Euler-Lagrange operators the variational projectors.
From now on, we suppose we are given a fibred manifold with base and projection % and set n h dim and n g m h dim . We denote by t r the rjet prolongation of . An element of the set t r is usually denoted by t r x ; the mapping x 3 t r FxG h t r
x is the r-jet prolongation of . The canonical source projection t r x 3 x of t r onto (resp. the canonical jet projection t r x 3 t s x of t r onto t s , H s r) is denoted by % r (resp. % rYs ). The r-jet prolongation t r ¤ of a %-projectable vector field ¤, is a vector field on t r whose flow is the canonical jet prolongation of the flow of ¤. For any open set & , we set r h F% rYH G I F G and denote by r the exterior algebra of differential forms on the set r .
If FY 2G, 2 h Fx i Y y ' G, is a fibred chart on , then the associated fibred chart on t r is denoted by F r Y 2 r G, 2 r h Fx i Y y ' Y y ' There are many interesting examples of Lepage equivalents (see references in Krupka, Krupková and Saunders [12] ). We mention here the principal Lepage equi- il dx l , and 3 i h i dadx i 3 H (Krupka [7] ).
The Lepage form ¢ is important in applications. If ! is of the first order, then ¢ reduces to the well-known Poincaré-Cartan form introduced by Garcia [4] .
Theorem 2 (Infinitesimal first variation formula). Let ! be a Lagrangian of order r for , and let & be any Lepage equivalent of !, defined on t s . Then, for any section and any %-projectable vector field ¤ on ,
Formula (2.6) is called the infinitesimal first variation formula. It corresponds with the integrand of the "classical" (integral) first variation formula, but does not have a classical analogue. Using the horizontalisation, (2.6) can be equivalently written as
The Euler-Lagrange form of a Lagrangian ! of order r is an Fn g IG-form i ! on t Pr , defined by
It can be verified that the first summand on the right-hand side of (2.6) represents the Let ! be a Lagrangian of order r for , 3 an automorphism of the fibred manifold , and t r r 3 t r the r-jet prolongation of . We say that is an invariance transformation of !, if Ft r G £ ! h !. A generator of invariance transformations of ! is a %-projectable vector field ¤ on whose local one-parameter group consists of invariance transformations of !. The definitions naturally extend to r-jet prolongations t r ¤ of ¤.
In the following lemma, we use the multi-index notation. We introduce a class of vector fields on t r , preserving the contact forms 3 The following assertion says that extremals of invariant Lagrangians satisfy, in addition to the Euler-Lagrange equations, also some other conditions in the form of conservation law equations. We can generalize Noether's theorem to invariance transformations of the EulerLagrange forms and conservation equations. However, since the proof is based on the theorem on the kernel of the Euler-Lagrange mapping ! 3 i ! , which is of local character (Theorem 3), the assertion we obtain is also of local character. Let ¢ ! denote the principal Lepage equivalent of ! (see Krupka, Krupková, Saunders [12] ); for second-order Lagrangians, ¢ ! was defined in (2.5). Note, however, that for general orders ¢ ! is not necessarily defined globally. 
Theorem 5 (First theorem of Emmy Noether

VARIATIONAL SEQUENCES AND VARIATIONAL PROJECTORS
We have already defined contact forms on the r-jet prolongation t r . Evidently, every q-form, where q ! n g I, n h dim , would be contact. Now, we introduce, for Fn g kG-forms, k ! I, a modified concept of a strongly contact form. We say that an Fn g kG-form & on t r is strongly contact if, for every point t r x P t r , there exist a fibred chart FY 2G, 2 h Fx i Y y ' G, on , an integer s ! r, and a contact Fn g k IG-form on s with p k I h H such that p k FF% sYr G £ & dG h HX is also exact; we call the quotient sequence the variational sequence (of order r). In the well-known sense, Theorem 10 allows us to identify the cohomology of the sequence of global sections of (3.6) with the De Rham cohomology of the underlying fibred manifold (see Krupka [9] ). In particular, we get cohomology conditions for the existence of global variational principles for systems of differential equations on a manifold, expressed by means of a source form. Now, we explain without proofs the basic results on variational projectors (Volná and Urban [16] ).
Since our definition of the variational projectors is inductive, we first need the following lemma on the structure of I-contact Fn g IG-forms. i t PrgI ¤ k i t PrgI ¤ k I X X X i t PrgI ¤ Q i t PrgI ¤ P s k I Fi t rgI ¤ I &G i t PrgI ¤ k i t PrgI ¤ k I X X X i t PrgI ¤ Q i t PrgI ¤ I s k I Fi t rgI ¤ P &G i t PrgI ¤ k i t PrgI ¤ k I X X X i t PrgI ¤ R i t PrgI ¤ I i t PrgI ¤ P s k I Fi t rgI ¤ Q &G X X X i t PrgI ¤ k i t PrgI ¤ I i t PrgI ¤ k P X X X i t PrgI ¤ Q i t PrgI ¤ P s k I Fi t rgI ¤ k I &G i t PrgI ¤ I i t PrgI ¤ k I X X X i t PrgI ¤ Q i t PrgI ¤ P s k I Fi t rgI ¤ k &G In particular, the quotient group can be characterized as a subgroup of the group PrgI ngk ; this gives a way to compute the classes. One can find equations of the subgroups; however, in general, an explicit solution of these equations is still an open problem.
EXAMPLE: FIRST ORDER VARIATIONAL SEQUENCE IN FIELD THEORY
We give some remarks on the structure of classes in the variational sequence on t I over an n-dimensional base. These expressions allow us to study the local inverse problem for systems of differential equations and are also related with the meaning of cohomological conditions arising from the variational sequence theory.
(a) Classes of n-forms (Lagrangians)
The class of a form & P I n is canonically identified with an n-form h& P P n .
Conversely, an n-form ! P P n is a ' I j P i P ' P y ' I j I i I y ' P j P i P g X X X g j I i I ' I j P i P ' P X X X j n i n ' n y ' I j I i I y ' P j P i P X X X y ' n j n i n (4.1) with the coefficients depending on x i Y y # Y y # j , symmetric in j l , i l , and such that j I i I ' I j P i P ' P X X X j k i k ' k h H whenever one cannot choose i I Y i P Y X X X Y i k mutually different.
